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About This Game

 Get lost and find yourself among the difficulties of each environment inside the maze!

 Defeat mighty mythological enemies!

 Solve the different challenging puzzles!

 Free the young compatriots lost between the dangers!

 Play with touchscreen, keyboard or joystick

 Translated in 8 languages: English, Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish, German, Italian, French, Russian and Simplified
Chinese.

MinosMaze is an indie game based on the tale of Theseus and the Minotaur, taking place on minoan invasion of Greece.
Having won they impose the sacrifice of young enemies to satisfy the hunger of the terrible beast, half bull, half man and

unwanted son of the queen, who lives in a dangerous maze. Seeing the tragedy that comes over his people arises Theseus, a
young and fearless greek prince, eager to end this cruel situation.

Put yourself into Theseus’ skin, enter the maze and face the challenges that appear on every corner in the pursuit to free his
people finding the necessary weapons to defeat each new battle.
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Title: MinosMaze - The Minotaur's Labyrinth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
RuVe Game Studio
Publisher:
RuVe Game Studio
Release Date: 1 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD 2GHz Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM (Shader Model 3)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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From the short time I have played, this game feels VERY promising. However it is currently quite lackluster and many things
need to be improved (hence the game being in early access and in pre-alpha). I trust that this will be a MASSIVE improvement
on Takedown: Red Sabre.. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Cute platformer. You're Clyde and you're trying to escape the lab. In order to do that, you have to make clones of yourself and
combining the DNA of animals to gain special abilities. Such as a chicken for flight or monkey for climbing.

The negative:
Lack of a high resolution option.
Lack of customizable controls.. [[A note to all potential players, if you're like me and get a bit click-happy (I'm not sure if the
instructions state this) if you wish to save the game, you can at ANY point by clicking the right mouse button. I was going mad
for a while thinking I could not save, so the game could do with an intergrated save\/menu button.]]

I am so torn in regards to this game. I don\u2019t know if I really liked it or if I am completely infuriated by it. It has a lot of
positives and for the brief amount of time it took to complete, I\u2019d be lying if I said I didn\u2019t enjoy it.

Without giving too much information away, as with most otome style games, there are good ending routes and bad ending
routes. There are multiple routes to be unravelled in this game. However, I felt like even with the \u201cgood ending\u201d I
got at first, the story was left unfinished and I was quite irritated by the lack of information, especially as a majority of the story
had been so descriptive. Of course, I\u2019m trying not to give anything away but I want to be as honest as possible.

There are some really big positives to this game. I like most of the characters. The style is different and I like the mashup
between the cute and Goth style. I know there\u2019s a Japanese word for this, but I can\u2019t remember! However, I found
the main character \u201cHorror\u201d and her sort-of pal \u201cChaos\u201d a little bit too childish. Even rebellious
teenagers aren\u2019t that rude to each other\u2026some of the attitude just seemed poorly written.

The soundtrack is good (although a little repetitive at times) and I like the theme. I just think it needed more development. Parts
of it feel a little incomplete, like the designers got a bit bored and just wanted to get it done and over with, which is a shame,
because for the majority it\u2019s quite good.

The text has obviously been translated into English and there are some very apparent grammatical mistakes. Unlike some other
games, it doesn\u2019t really affect the enjoyment but they could so easily be corrected it\u2019s a shame that they have been
left.

This game, however, is ridiculously cheap. Less than the price of a mars bar from my local convenience store, so for that reason,
I am going to give the game a thumbs up, simply because I did enjoy it whilst I was playing it. However, be warned. The game is
extremely short and you may feel like you\u2019ve been cheated out of a full story. It does actually improve once you've started
unlocking everything but sometimes the text is a bit confused, the idea is there but it does not feel entirely resolved. Perhaps this
is intentional?

I do really like the artwork though!. I really enjoyed this game but I have to say there are a lot of grammer errors or the language
just doesn't sound correct. If you can look past that I highly recommend it.. Will edit more detail into review later, but for now
suffice it to say that I HIGHLY recommend to anyone with a Vive who either does 3D modeling or simply wants to play
with\/surf models. Me - working on a home remodel in Sketchup and this has worked perfect for dropping into the model and
*visualizing*.
Was going to go through manual process & import into Unity & all that ...but this is WAY simpler & works great.

For me it's been as simple as "export 3D" & open the model with the app to view\/walkthrough.

Highly recommend!
Kudos to dev! Keep up the great work.. Yes ounce again we have an excellent vr shooter completly ruined by music with no
menue to get rid of it. Incredibly well polished and deeply satisfying in a tactile sense. Absolutely wonderful game..
\udb40\udc21
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This is a marvellous piece of educational software. I am a certified construction engineer now.
(Recommended for couch coop (but it's FFA in reality - may the strongest warthog win)).. Yes i love this game, Grab a friend
IRL, set them down by the computer and lett them help you solve the puzzles.
Its still quite early acces but that only means there will be more maps in the future!

I happily recomend this to anyone who got a person IRL sitting next to you bored, while you are in VR.. Risking premature
judgement, I'll say after only 20 minutes of playing that this game is bloody awesome. It's a tough puzzle platformer, taking the
player back to the times when it wasn't a crime if you had to practice a scene before completing it.
The visuals and the music are OK, but in a game like this, the controls are everything. Now, I'm the guy who
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es about controls in four out of five platformer reviews, but I can't find any flaw with these
ones - they're snappy, consistent and well designed. Also, I see people complaining about the lack of ability to change controls -
you can't change them in-game, but you can do that on the Unity launch screen, just select the 'input' tab.

All in all, Eron is a tough and brilliant game, and I applaud its creators. It's no casual game, so it's definitely not for everyone,
but I can recommend it to anyone who likes a challenge and doesn't mind his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665whipped
every once on a while :)

Update: I got to the last level, and my initial impression fully holds. This game is a gem.. cool game!! 4 player too much fun!!.
Build stuff to wreck someone else's stuff before they get enough stuff to build stuff to wreck your stuff.

Did I mention wrecking stuff?
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